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QUESTION 1

During 1994, ABC Corp. decided to change from the FIFO method of inventory valuation to the 

weightedaverage method. Inventory balances under each method were as follows: 

ABC\\'s income tax rate is 30%. 

ABC should report the cumulative effect of this accounting change as a(n): 

A. Adjustment to beginning retained earnings. 

B. Component of income from continuing operations. 

C. Extraordinary item. 

D. Component of income after extraordinary items. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

Choice "a" is correct. The cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle is shown as an adjustment 

to beginning retained earnings. 

Choice "b" is incorrect. The cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle is now presented as a 

separate category on the retained earnings statement and is not a component of net income. 

Choice "c" is incorrect. Extraordinary items are unusual and infrequent in nature. Extraordinary items have 

nothing to do with changes in accounting principle. 

Choice "d" is incorrect. A change in accounting principle affects retained earnings, not the income 

statement, under SFAS No. 154. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following factors most likely would influence an auditor\\'s determination of the auditability of an entity\\'s
financial statements? 

A. The complexity of the information system relevant to financial reporting. 
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B. The existence of related party transactions. 

C. The adequacy of the accounting records. 

D. The operating effectiveness of controls. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

Choice "c" is correct. Inadequate financial records may preclude the auditor from obtaining sufficient 

appropriate audit evidence. 

Choice "a" is incorrect. The complexity of the client\\'s information system generally would not influence an 

auditor\\'s determination of auditability, although it might indicate the need for an information technology 

expert. 

Choice "b" is incorrect. The existence of related party transactions generally would not influence the 

auditor\\'s determination of auditability. 

Choice "d" is incorrect. The operating effectiveness of internal controls is determined long after the 

decision about auditability is made. 

 

QUESTION 3

only one source for each item. 

It is our opinion that the possible liability to the company in this proceeding is nominal in amount. 

A. Practitioner\\'s report on management\\'s assertion about an entity\\'s compliance with specified requirements. 

B. Auditor\\'s communications on significant deficiencies in internal control. 

C. Audit inquiry letter to legal counsel. 

D. Lawyer\\'s response to audit inquiry letter. 

E. Communication from those charged with governance to the auditor. 

F. Auditor\\'s communication to those charged with governance (other than with respect to significant deficiencies in
internal control). 

G. Report on the application of accounting principles. 

H. Auditor\\'s engagement letter. 

I. Letter for underwriters. 

J. Accounts receivable confirmation request. 
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K. Request for bank cutoff statement. 

L. Explanatory paragraph of an auditor\\'s report on financial statements. 

M. Partner\\'s engagement review notes. 

N. Management representation letter. 

O. Successor auditor\\'s communication with predecessor auditor. 

P. Predecessor auditor\\'s communication with successor auditor. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

Choice "D" is correct. In response to an audit inquiry letter, a lawyer would provide corroboration regarding 

the likelihood of an unfavorable outcome to pending litigation and an estimate of any potential loss. 

 

QUESTION 4

If an investor\\'s certainty equivalent is greater than the expected value of an investment alternative, the investor is said
to be: 

A. Risk indifferent. 

B. Risk averse. 

C. Risk seeking. 

D. Cautious. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

Choice "c" is correct. If an investor\\'s certainty equivalent, the point at which they are indifferent to risk, 

exceeds the expected return on an investment, then the investor is actually seeking lower return for higher 

risk. This behavior represents risk seeking behavior. 

Choice "a" is incorrect. Risk indifferent behavior occurs when an investor\\'s certainty equivalent is equal to 

the expected return on the investment. 

Choice "b" is incorrect. Risk averse behavior occurs when an investor\\'s certainty equivalent is less than the 

expected rate of return. The investor seeks higher returns for more risk. 

Choice "d" is incorrect. Cautious is not a technical term used in risk behavior classifications. 
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QUESTION 5

The senior auditor responsible for coordinating the fieldwork usually schedules a pre-audit conference with the audit
team primarily to: 

A. Give guidance to the staff regarding both technical and personnel aspects of the audit. 

B. Discuss staff suggestions concerning the establishment and maintenance of time budgets. 

C. Establish the need for using the work of specialists and internal auditors. 

D. Provide an opportunity to document staff disagreements regarding technical issues. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

Choice "a" is correct. Pre-audit planning meetings are typically held to plan technical and personnel 

aspects of the audit. Assistants should be informed of their responsibilities and the objectives of the 

procedures that they are to perform. 

Choice "b" is incorrect. While staff suggestions regarding time budgets may be discussed, this is not 

typically the primary reason for the meeting. 

Choice "c" is incorrect. Establishing the need for specialists and internal auditors may be discussed, but 

this is not the primary reason for the meeting. 

Choice "d" is incorrect. Disagreements about technical issues arise and are resolved after testing begins, 

not during the pre-audit conference. 
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